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Many companies begin with a modest goal in mind, 

something that can be reached in a designated 

timespan to foster positive growth and ongoing sus-

tainability. That goal is seen as a benchmark for 

many organizations. Whether it’s a dollar amount, the 

number of new customers or break-even point, it’s a 

symbol of success. For Concord Hospitality, a Raleigh, 

North Carolina-based hotel developer and manage-

ment firm, the goal in 1985 was to manage 25 hotels.

Since that time, the company has manage to meet 

and exceed its goal, shattering expectations and posi-

tioning itself far above the benchmark set more than 

25 years ago. Today the company manages 90 hotels 

and is a leader in virtually every market it serves. 

With goals for continued growth, expansion and 

a focus on continued superior service in all of its 

markets, Concord Hospitality shows no signs of 

slowing down.

The hospiTaliTy Team
The company has big plans to increase its portfolio, 

with roughly $500 million on deck in the form of 

18 active projects, which are either in the design, 

construction or entitlement phases right now. With 

such a large number of initiatives to handle at once, 

Concord Hospitality is relying on its core principles 

to keep it moving forward.

“We’ve got a small team of very hardworking pro-

fessionals, and we are all very diligent,” says Tim 

Osiecki, President. “We have an in-house architect, 

in-house LEED AP professional and our own pro-

curement department. On top of all this, we have 

four expert project managers.”

Vertically integrated, Concord Hospitality has the 

ability to design and implement projects in a way 

that allows for a more focused approach to each 

step in the process. With an exceptional number of 

vital resources on hand, the organization cuts no 

corners in creating quality developments.

“The team is so well qualified that we can take all 

of these projects from design infancy, oversee con-

struction and operations and create a quality fin-

ished project,” Osiecki says. “Along with this, we 

have incorporated an in-house technology team that 

helps us with our I.T. needs and makes sure that 

we get our technology integrated into the buildings.”

The development pipeline reflects a star-studded list 

of nationally recognized brand of hotels with which 

Concord Hospitality maintains exceptional relation-

ships. Brands such as Hyatt, Hilton, Marriott, Star-

wood and Choice Hotels will all enjoy new hotel sites 

as these projects come to fruition, with Concord Hos-

pitality set on managing them all post-construction. 

Never Be The Biggest—Be The BestSupersonic Growth

Courtyard Settlers Ridge exterior
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“It takes a village of people to get these things going,” Osiecki 

says. “We have a great team here that I’m very proud of.”

managing wiTh green ideas
Being a leader in its geographic markets goes beyond sim-

ply producing industry-standard projects and maintaining a 

steady cash flow for Concord Hospitality. The idea of being the 

best touches every aspect of the business, down to the ideals 

on which the company was built. 

“It’s easy—we’ve got, effectively, four cornerstones that we ad-

opted into our company many years back in 1985. These cor-

nerstones have guided us through past decades and continue 

to do so currently,” Osiecki says. “Near and dear to me is the 

cornerstone of quality. Our focus is to not be the biggest, but 

to be among the best operators. We always do it with trans-

parency, especially when it comes to our lenders, investors, 

partners and associates.”

Part of being transparent involves developing with an eye on 

future needs. Conditioning a development to support greener 

initiatives is the basis for all LEED developing standards and a 

path that Concord Hospitality has adopted in every project it 

has undertaken.

“We’ve created a self-imposed mandate that every single proj-

ect we’ve designed and developed over the last four years 

and everything going forward will be a LEED-defined building,” 

Osiecki says. “We implement our green operating procedures 

in every project that we touch. It’s not just about bricks and 

sticks for sustainability—we participate in everyday tasks that 

are green.”

At a conference for all Marriott Hotel owners in 2012, a new 

award was created to recognize sustainable efforts within the 

Marriott brand. The Spirit to Preserve Award was handed out 

for the first time by the organization, and Concord Hospitality 

received the first honor. 

Building in a Bigger sandBox
As the past quarter of a century has shown with Concord’s 

track record, standing still is not an option for the company. 

Constantly growing, the firm is becoming too big for the mar-

kets that it serves, thus branching out to take on new, unde-

fined territories has become something of a priority.

“We are always looking into new markets, as many of the mar-

kets that we play in now tend to get saturated,” Osiecki says. 

“Every day of every year we’re looking at new markets that 

make sense. By way of an example, we hadn’t developed in 

the Miami area and now we’re developing at the Miami airport.” 

Operating largely on the East-Coast, Mid-West, and in key 

states such as Florida and Texas the company also shares a 

large presence in Toronto.
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Braun & steidl architects
Braun & Steidl Architects is a nationally recognized firm specializing in hospitality, 
with a focus on sustainable design. We are pleased to share with Concord Hospital-
ity and Marriott International the commitment to sustainability, and are proud to be 
partners with Concord on their recent LEED projects and with Marriott for their LEED 
Volume Build Program.

d&d construction services of orlando, inc.
D&D is proud and honored to partner with Concord Hospitality Enterprises on multiple 
hotel projects across the nation. Each hotel is built with attention to detail in both 
design and construction that distinctly sets a Concord Property above the industry 
standard. D&D Construction is a national hotel builder active in markets reaching as 
far as Arizona to New Jersey and back to Florida.  D&D is currently building over 500 
new hotel keys for a handful of select franchisees. We also have multiple  hotels being 
refreshed and remodeled as well as conversions. Visit our Web site WWW.DDCS.NET 
or call 407.654.7545 for more information.

“We’re used to playing in the sandbox that is North America,” 

Osiecki says. “This sandbox is getting bigger. We’re one of the 

first Marriott partners to cross the north border and move into 

Canada; we have developed 10 projects in the Greater Toronto 

Area since the early 2000s.”

Regardless of where Concord Hospitality is breaking ground 

or which of the renowned brands it’s representing, partners, 

investors and consumers will ultimately get the best-finished 

product available. Thanks to its long track record for providing 

exceptional service and the buildup of talent that Concord has 

seen while in operation, the company is adept at providing 

nothing but the best, even if it’s not the biggest.

“Thanks to the very large collective of operational expertise 

at work here, from our COO down through our entire team. 

We’re very much in the business of doing things the right way,” 

Osiecki says. 


